Written in a lively and appealing style, Listening to Music provides the foundation for acquiring a lifelong knowledge and appreciation of music. It concentrates on the effective listening skills needed to identify composers and to recognize their styles and some of their representative works. Readers are encouraged to become informed consumers of music and active supporters of the arts. This comprehensive book covers the musical process, the materials of music, the common style periods of concert music (from the Baroque period to the present), and adjunct music, including North American popular music, broadway musical theater, and music in the movies. A useful reference work for those in the music industry. This is the standalone book if you want the book and CD(s) you need to order 0132233789 / 9780132233781 Listening to Music and Compact Disc Set (4 CD(s)) Package consists of: 0131733397 / 9780131733398 Listening to Music 0131733400 / 9780131733404 Compact Disc Set (4 CD(s))
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**Customer Reviews**

Very well organized. The reader will never become lost in it. Excellent choices of musical examples. Martin Bookspan's commentary is superb.

If you thought the classics were difficult and boring, well think again! This book brings them alive, and provides a beginner's understanding of just what the classics can mean to anyone. This book is both educational, as well as inspiring - even to anyone on a desert island for the past 50 years. I only wish the opera offering(s) were more extensive; maybe Zorn and August should write a similar
version exclusively for opera - I wish they would. This text was required reading for a summer school class at our local Clark College, but it has become a key volume in my meager musical library, and will be referred to often.

Book was worn when received. Coffee stains. Although all the pages were there, looks like it has some water damage or maybe condensation damage. Otherwise good for its intents and purposes.

I'M SURE GLAD I ORDERED...JUST WHAT I NEEDED AND RIGHT ON TIME FOR SCHOOL..THANKS! A ++++

If I didn’t need it for school, wouldn’t buy it. Impossible to get anywhere to buy it back.

I just want to say that as my first experience in purchasing at , it went great. I ordered the book and within a matter of days I had it at home. With enough time to read the first chapter for class. Tristan at Lagniappe Books was awesome. Even making sure I had indeed received it. When in need of books I will definitely look to Lagniappe Books.

great book, fast shipping
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